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Ad Text The recent poll has shown military representatives prefer Trump two times
more than Clinton. I wonder how Hillary can even have military supporters,
our soldiers have suffered enough from the liberal-in-chief for the last eight
years.

What's also confusing in that poll — almost every fifth polled soldier refuses to
vote at all. It's a great demonstration out troops no longer trust the President,
and Clinton would definitely not change the situation.

No need to remind you what mistakes can Hillary do if allowed running our
military forces —we don't need another Iraq and we definitely don't need
another Benghazi.

Ad Landing Page https://www.facebook.com/Being-Patriotic-1601685693432389/

Ad Targeting Location - Living In: United States
Age: 18 - 65+
Placements: News Feed on desktop computers or News Feed on mobile
devices
People Who Match: People who like Being Patriotic, Friends of connections:
Friends of people who are connected to Being Patriotic
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Ad Clicks 43

Ad Spend 25.14 RUB

Ad Creation Date 05/10/16 08:13:33 AM PDT

Ad End Date 05/11/16 08:30:01 AM PDT
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The recent poll has shown military representatives prefer Trump two times

more than Clinton. I wonder how Hillary can even have military supporters,

our soldiers have suffered enough from the liberal-in-chief for the last eight

years.

What's also confusing in that poll — almost every fifth polled soldier refuses

to vote at all. It's a great demonstration out troops no longer trust the

President, and Clinton would definitely not change the situation.

No need to remind you what mistakes can Hillary do if allowed running our

military forces — we don't need another Iraq and we definitely don't need

another Benghazi.
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